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Getting ready for 1974 Homecoming
The 1974 Homecoming festivities will get unrteru

.

7 TU IT

„iliseveral dillereiuevents planned for the day-Ions atui
a
^'
'
„e, Marching Band prepare, for
mWcJSfC wilifin STe

to play those classic surfin' tunes in Raymond Great Hall Saturday nighi
beginning at 9 p.m.

center photo, the Pacific Tiger football mascot gets ready to literally ski over
the San Jose State Spartans. At right, the PaPa Du Run Da Run group gets set

See schedule of events on Page Two
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Parade# Street Faire tomorrow

courses in out* particuta
pline. The latter requireand two
basic la*
<es are waived for the®
involved in the nn
ram. However, he muS
45 quarter-hours of lai
tg his first year 1
eorge.
Jaldwell hopes that ll*
ram will bolster UOPs
studies by attracting®
ling well-qualilied sit
s
wishing
to attai
leorge. "We want to retail
By LISSA SHIRELING
from Harding Way on to
good students, he e
Stadium Drive. The reviewing
aed. adding that even »
stand will be located on the
ieorge School of Lai
No one can hold that Tiger corner of Pacific and Tuxedo
u s UOP graduates.
« because UOP s 1974 St.
Homecoming "A Tiger For All
"highly
successful
Groups entering floats in
The
Seasons" is on the loose-with a
the traditional jaunt include
law program. instiluW
three years ago. now grai liosl ol activities planned for Kiselen House, Wyntess. Alpha
tomorrow (Saturday).
Kappa Lambda.
Alpha Chi
•s 20 students .per yearaw
A parade. Street Faire. Omega. Delta Delta Delta,
current enrollment o! l*
'"""lull game against the San Kappa Alpha Thela. Delta
„ew option, in addition
ieorge's policy of favoj Jose Spartans and a home Gamma and the Black Student
coming dance will highlight Union. Also appearing will be
(• graduates, g'*"-"to(lay's festivities.
several high school marching
I
considerable b.
Alter a kickoll
Past
bands and Callison College s
I'resident s Breakfast at the
own Kazoo band.
''acilic C'lul). high atop Pacific
Also included in the parade
Memorial Stadium, the annual
will be the local Little Miss
rnlHwt'll
'
""iiK'i'omilig
parade
will Ebony contestants.
Si^Jnapplteathjf
"'"tie its way down Pacific
tires and requirements
The Grand Marshall of the
'he. Tin-line of march will pro
parade will be Eddie LoBaron.
ceed north oil Pacific Ave.

Finance Center hit for $2,200

Thief grabs loot
from UOP office

Day-long activities
set for Homecoming

nn

named all-American quarter jewelry will be displayed. Live
musical entertainment will
back in 1949 following UOP's
undefeated football season. A
also be provided.
former professional football
There will be an allplayer
with the Dallas eampus barbecue lunch served,
Cowboys, LeBaron, along with near the faire site from 11:30
a.m. until 1:30 p.m. Meal
other members of the 1949
Tigers team will be honored tickets will be accepted and
those without meal tickets w ill
throughout the day at various
events including a reunion pay $1.60. Grace Coved and
Callison dining halls will be
dinner at the Pacific Club, atop
Pacific Memorial Stadium and closed for lunch.
At 11:30 a.m. the Greek
during halltime at the football
living groups will be holding >
game.
From 11 a.m. until 4 p.m.. open houses and luncheons for
Anderson V Center will be the alumni and parents.
Then at 2 p.m. the Tigers
holding a Street Faire on the
lawn between Knoles Hall and will meet their longtime rivals
Burns Tower. The luire will San Jose Spartans in Pacific
feature crafts of all types. Memorial Stadium. According
Everything from photography to coach Chester Caddas, the
and leather goods to plants and Spartans are one of the better
see HOMECOMING pg. six

The UOP finance center
reported a theft of over $2,200
last Friday, apparently taken
while no one was looking.
Police have no suspects nor
any solid clues as to what
happened.
About 10a.m., on schedule,
an armored car delivered
$2,203.28 to the West Memorial
Finance Center from the Bank
of Stockton.

Attended Senate Retreat
Enjoying themselves at the ASUOP Senate Retreat last
Saturday on Rough and Ready Island are Gary Janzen (left),
Stuart Green, John Hyre (all senators) and ASUOP VicePresident Mark Rogo. The retreat, the first of its kind, was
held to bring together ASUOP and the UOP administrators and
their respective ideas
concerning student government.
Administrators present included President Stanley E.
McCaffrey, Finance Director Robert McMaster, Acting
Academic Vice-President Clifford Hand and University
Center Director
Gary Kleemann. Senator Green was
coordinator of the Retreat.

Survey by UOP group reveals
ssFSsS? local gas station violations
Winters 'pleased' with
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"OUR STUDY showed
that the consumer can save
money by pauing attention to
posted prices," commented
Horowitz.
He added that
students could save up to 12
cents per gallon on regular
gasoline if they purchase select
ivelyOther
that:

a**'-**

74

a ^ '

LUOES 1
PLUS I

gal FUEL' TAXES
SALES TAX

LYEING THE PRICE POSTING LAWS
were violated
UOP's PIRG survey said many

findings revealed

—prices
lor
regular
ranged from a low of 48.8 cents
the
Sears
station in
at
Weberstown, to a high ol 60.9

cents.

pc* * hCrt'
lil*
flow
i»U'

According to NorCal
PIRG coordinator Louis
Horowitz, the student checked
for major price differences
between stations and reviewed
whether or not the figures
complied
with
Stockton s
mandatory
price-posting
ordinance.

rsit.v
AND

nie

Nine of the students
were
involved with surveying 81 gas
stations in the city between
Oct. 10 and 16.

per cent ol the stations

were violating Stockton City
.ordinance 2556 which provides
that, as of Sept. 12. 1974. all
gasoline stations must post
prices as a condition of sale.
Thirteen of 81 failed lo post
. see SURVEY pg. six
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The money, in a green
cloth bag. was signed for by
one of the cashiers and fell on a
desk. Forty-live minutes later
it was discovered that the
money was missing.
During those 45 minutes,
three men. all about 22 years
old. were seen loitering in the
central hall of the finance
center, according to Stockton
police.
One of the men walked
through the student accounts
office and into the cashier's
office briefly, and then walked
out
again,
according to

witnesses. No one noticed him
carrying anything when he
came out of the cashier's
section
While he was in the
cashier's sdclion. one of his
companions was talking to a
payroll secretary,blocking her
view of the student accounts
office across the hall.
The third man had a
fencing foil and was slabbing
at air in the hallway, according
lo witnesses. "They were all
acting suspiciously." said one
witness.

No one noticed when, or in
what manner, the three men
left. None of tlieni were
questioned about their actions
while they were in the building.
Accordipg to a secretary,
students walk in and out of the
office all day and the door is
kept either unlocked or wide
open. Suspicion of the three
men was raised only aIter they,
and the money, had departed.

debate team's progress
after two tourneys
By SUE ANDERSON

Dr. Paul Winters. I 0,1'
debate coach, says that he is
"very pleased" with this
year's debute team which lias
attended two tournaments thus
far this season.
The team ol John lloban
and Mike Johnson represented
UOP last weekend in Emporia.
KA. and compiled five wins
and three losses. The*
defeated University ol Kansas.
Iadversity
ol
Wisconsin.
Brigham Young University.
University of Oregon and Dart
mouth. and lost to Fullerlon.
University ol 'Illinois and
University ol Minnesota.
Also last weekend, seven
teams attended a tournament
at Sacramento Slate where
they competed against teams
from Ualilornia and Nevada.
Kctlia Areas and Mark
llayward captured .second in
the senior division and were
ranked second and lillh best
speaker in Ihe tournament,
respectively.

"WE ARK a slow starting
team," commented Winters.
"We usually don't win this
much
this
early!"
Oilier members oil the
team are Mary Andcrbcrg. Sue
Anderson. Paul Area. Mike
Berry-Polglasc. Mare Bourct.
Alan Brown. Don Compter.
Stewart
Cooper.
Boh
Heimbicliller. Louis Horowitz.
Christian • Jutt,
Bernadine
Marvel.
Corey
Patrick.
Melinda Rcihcr and Jayiia
Totton.
The debate topic lor this
year is "Resolved: Thai Ihe
Power of the Presidency lie
Significantly Curtailed." The
topic remains the same lor the
entire school year and is
debated
by
colleges
nationwide.
An average tournament
consists ol six to eight rounds,
eaeli lasting approximately
one and a hall hours. Each
debate team must he prepared
lo debate on either side ol Ihe

issue, affirmative or negative.
According to Winters, the
debate program at UOP is
"ancient history." "We've had
a strong program since the
earlv 1900's," he remarked.

UOP will participate in
tournaments at Sacramento.
Diablo Valley. Chico. Loyola.
Georgetown and Fullerton
Winters w ill he in charge of the
Western States Championships
at Fullerton as he is currently
Western Stales Coordinator.
This tournament will have
representatives from 13 stales
•and will be Hie largest
tournament in the nation.
UOP will also host the
National Debate Champion
ships from April 18-21. The
team won the National
Championships in 1964.
"I'm really very pleased
with
this
year's team."
Winters staled. "This is the
largest group ol solid teams
with potential wo ve had in a
long time."

1
Coach's boys

rift
.

:,iLa

Debate leant coach Dr. Paul Winters center) poses with
two of his top debaters Mike Johnson ( left) and John Ilohan.
The two students have thus far compiled a 5-3 win-loss mark
this year. Pacific will be the site tor the National Debate
Championships next spring.
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Naranjado?^

Reinstate

Would you like lo sec the
reinstatement
of
UOR's
yearbook, die Nnrun.judo?

Bruce Wilcox-Sophomore.
Pharmacy School. 1 think il
would depend on how muel)
they would (five to it.. 1 really
can't gel into I Ol's yearbook
like I enn get into Pharmacy's.

,.fM
Lauri
ClianKs,r
,iil
Senior.
COP
< "•
Yuv
I if' iH
important to rfnicmuJ
college years in ni,v Ji
I'1"'
"Kl'"
like to look at the |»i<u,t ,ly

Cindy Bava .lunioi.CO
Yes
1 think that we should
Lve a yearbook because
memories of our eollege y em are important.
A chronicle
mean

Phyllis Sterk - Sophomore,

COP. Yeah, I think it would be
kind of neat—if they got it
together a little better. 1 like
the funny pictures.

k>' ? 1:
f'V"''
#

our-years at Pacific w l

years.
a lot in our declining
<

1

'•sart

1'. ( . Ferrari -Freshman.
COP. Yeah. 1 like yearbooks. I
don't know why.
1 enjoy
marking them up and having
peo||e sign them.

Clyde Robinson - Station
Manager, KUOP-FM. I think
should—basically. I think it's
something people develop an
appreciation for after they've
left school. It's very easy to go
back and find any joker in it.

'Past is a school for the
future' at Haggin Galleries
By BARBARA AZEVEDO

In 1942 my parents lived in
AMNESTY—Some? Total? None? will be the center of a
Woodland. California.
My
discussion this Sunday at the First Unitarian Church, 2737
Pacific Ave. Sponsored in part by the Anderson Y and Mothers . father's friend. Nabaro Aoki.
left some of his possessions
and Others for Peace, both sides of this important conflict will
with them because he was
be presented. The discussion will be at 7:30 p.m. at the church,
leaving.
w hich is w ithin walking distance, south of campus.
THE 1GAY PEOPLE'S UNION is organizing a caravan to
Aoki, like many other
the Halloween Costume Party and Dance tonight in California
Japanese-Americans, was
Hall on Polk St. in San Francisco. Everyone is invited.
following Executive Order
Contact 466-14% for details or meet at Anderson Y at 6:30 this
9066.
evening
Just a lew months after the
CALIFORNIA STATE SCHOLARSHIP application
bombing of Pearl Harbor.
deadline is Nov. 22. Applications can be obtained at the
President Roosevelt signed
financial aids office in North Hall. Students who previously
Executive Order 9066 ordering
thought they were ineligible due to "no need should consider
persons of
Japanese
all
apply ing due to recent legislation which might qualify them
ancestry on the West Coast to
lor the 1973-76 academic year.
be evacuated from their homes
UOP SECURITY OFFICE will be auetioning-ofl' seven
and removed to relocation
bicycles of all makes and models on Nov. 12 at noon in iront of
camps.
their office. If you believe one of the bicycles is yours, claim it
Two exhibitions,
before the auction. The auction will be by verbal bid and is
"Executive Order 9066" and
open to all members of the UOP community.
"Months of Waiting," are on
A GRADUATE SCHOOL ADMISSIONS seminar will be
display at the Haggin Gallery
held Tuesday, Oct. 29 af 4 p.m. in the Gold Room. Dean of the
graduate school. Reuben Smith, will talk to students on
in Stockton's Pioneer Museum.
graduate school admissions how to obtain financial aid and
They depict the lives of
Japanese-Americans during a
test-taking techniques for the Graduate Record Exam.-,
time w hen prejudice led to one
WINTER TERM HANDBOOKS can be picked up at the
of the most tragic events in
registrar's office in Knoles Hall. Deadlines for some classes
American history.
are approaching.
"Executive Order 9066"
in.' •
consists of 65 photographs,
see MISCELLANY pg. six
newspaper clippings and an
assortment of
quotes
assembled from the official
yBu^Mowpm^
U.S. Government Archives and
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TYPEWRITER
RENTAL1™ R«esg
CALCULATOR
SALES
apply P
ADDING MACHINE
on purchaser
HERMES

IBM

minimi i •minimi11 ii

SMITH-CORONA

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES

Electric Typewriter*

tl O50

from 1 ' * monthly

i Hi

Manual Typewriters
Student Special
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Homecoming schedule
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Mike Cronin - Sophomore
ne it really tlocsn t
didn't think H «;is
matter, i
good when it came
really thai
that many people
out. Not
seemed interested.

3 months for $20 V A

130 North Calitornla -465-58811

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap

BRIDAL REGISTRY

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGSL

1111111111111111111111111111

Stuart and Martin Library ope»
House—Special Displays on hop
f
,»I1
Past and Future
Homecoming
Parade-pacj[j(
10 a.m.
Avenue
Theme: Tigers For All Seasons 1
Marshall: Eddie LeBaron \5o
"ST
r* r '
Engineering
Alumni
Board'
ai«i
Meeting—Engineering Lounge
[
Street Faire—Law n between Knoles
11 a.m.—4 p.m. » • • • • •
Hall and Burns Tower
Fraternities—Sororities Open House
11:30 a.m. • •
and Luncheon, Open to Alumni and I Mjd
'i,d i'"'111 (1 ^
Parents
11:30 a.m.—1:30 p.m.** All Campus Barbeeue-Lawn area rfirrai
aitH'f ni>' h
between Knoles Hall and Burns vol ano
"boy*
' Tin'
Tower, $1.60 or meal ticket

9 a.m.—5 P

The other exhibit. "Months
of
Waiting." consists of
paintings, murals, graphics,
drawings and sculpture, all
created
by
JapaneseAmericans while in confine
ment.
Their artwork illustrates
scenes
of .warmth
and
companionship in daily routine
- eating together in mess halls,
the community washroom or
people sharing work.
One
painting
entitled
"Hatsuki Wakasa Shot by
MP (April
11. 1944) " was
particularly sad. I realized
that he might-have been buried

A

m-

K

the Maise and Richard Conrat
Collection.
All the photos were taken
in the western U.S.. mostly
California. About half were
taken
by
world-famous
photographer Dorothea Lange.
They
depict
JapaneseAmerican farmers,
merchants, housewives and
children being evacuated.
They were all tagged like
luggage.
tagged
with
humiliation, tagged to be
carted away.
The photos of the children
were especially moving. Little
girls sitting among piles of
luggage. Confused boys being
held by their parents.
Confused children who could
grow up to become confused
and perhaps bitter adults.
Some of the parents were
proudly displaying pictures of
sons fighting for America.
Sons who were fighting and
sometimes dying for a country
that was imprisoning their
families at home because they
were thought to be members of
an
"enemy
race.''

p1 • ni«

yLnip

V

with

UOP Tigers vs. San Jose Sparians im|)Ut'(l, H
Football (jame, Pacific
isn>
Stadium
I i,e>s g<»f«r,t
Alumni and Parents
Post Game •••••<
•Hem
Reception—Home of President and i villi H
|(
Mrs. Stanley E. McCaffrey
|oou> 'riJ11 Ym
School of Pharmacy Champagne I each"'
Reception—School of Pharmacj, I!#IIS "
,
Hosted by Dean and Mrs. Ivan
Rowland
« •"'
5:30 p.m.
School
of
Engineering Alumni |
Tliemajoi cm
Cocktail Party—On lank Sam's
6
Reunion Reception, classes '64, a, al ita ivuniuii i> i
« [or nuij »i
'54. '49. '44. '39.and '29. Gold Room, r
bright iiKunibe
Anderson Hall
Sikuwski. i Mich;*
7 p.m. • • • • • • • • • • • • School
of
E n g i n e e r i n g Alumni
is miming on prut
D i n n e r — O n L o c k S a m ' s
ctass of 1934 Reunion-Pacific Club moiv years "I
7; M
„
pacjf.c
Drama
men, lirogress
p
....
..
All ol fix
Performance: That ( hamp,onsh,p (Kept Georg
that bis iaodul.it
9 p.m.
ASUOP Dance—"PaPa Du Run Da
ol a political blu
Run" playing in Raymond GrealHall
living elephant I
lortbecily zoo Bi
fepcraluin
colli
support the met i
bis only hope In
2 p.m.

"*
I

II

At Stockton's Hoggin Galleries

. . .
|.
,
,
.
c
A lonely man wa^s through an internment camp for
Japanese-Americans dunng World War Two. This photograph is part of a collection entitled Executive Order 906b
compiled by the California Historical Society which is on
exhibit through Nov. 13.
in a camp cemetery in which
the tombstones were only
unmarked rocks.
In spite of an unmarked
tombstone. Wakasa and the
other
confined
JapaneseAmericans
will
be
remembered. Conrat and J.S.
Holiday,
director
of
the
California Historical Society
feel that we must remember.
They end "Executive Order
9066" by stating "the true
patriot is one who looks
intelligently and objectively at
his country's history, and w ho
uses the past as a school for the
future."

Tbenlteruahve r
I
anonymity

whooping cranes

WORKSHOP IN CAREER
SEARCH SKILLS
Resume writing
Interview techniques

Expectations of the professional recruiter

An opportunity to gain insight into important
factors in the process of landing a career
position.
A professional recruiter will
conduct the worshop.
6:30 p.m. Oct. 31

Thurs.

The Placement Center

LAFAYETTE AUTO REPAIR
732 East Lafayette Street

jand Jewel wj
for Mew end Women
from Asia and Mexico
—
—— *•
Savrta Cruz
i0

-TUNE UPS

-BRAKE W O R K

-ELECTRICAL

-TRANSMISSIONS

. V ^3 0 3 W c b e r s + o w y s M a i I
WetersWin SWoppiwa CewW
Siocktovi

at Benjamin LYhLj.

any foreign car made

MG

-MCLUMNfrBMW
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i' i/ i

DATSUN
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TOYOTA

Click'sJewelers
SINCE 1876

232tp4cSc AVENUE
miracle
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DIAMONDS

Jose-

DOWNTOWN
STOCKTON

mu?

464-4444

Paul Davey, owner

PoiVvt Wett • cbooroiW<2)A\o

Mowteireij (W Ivwporte) Mode^Vo

hard-working leaders preparing for theev"
pictured are: Benny Magdael (left) treasujj
of ihe Asian Alliance. Lee Rosenberg ASU>
social chairman, and Vincent Lewis.m
president.

H/ID A G60D
pizz*

Harding

a I so locatiowt

at Scottish Temple tonight

A joint Black Student Union—Asian
Alhance-ASUOP dance will be held tonight
(Friday) at the Scottish Rite Temple on Alpine
Ave. The dance w ill feature a Sacramento rock
group cal'ed Sakata. A progressive sou ban!
from Oakland will do the warm-up show The

- M A J O R ENGINE W O R K

Imports

3

••

Repairs on all makes of foreign autos

Dance

PRECIOUS GIFTS

S

WALTER M. GENUT, CEr
Registered jeweler vmer, "
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re: "Thai Championship

nee—"PaPa l)u Run Da
rig in Raymond (.real Hall

'"'f' there are lew dull
t,||S' „nts II is a challenge and
to .he actors to keep
hrough
""audienceintrigued through
which
runs without
hi
iay *
play
mission
le
i" file "" set. designed by
,.t.|| Pcrsels. reeks of fhefilt. luces.of past heroes
ttddv RoosoveU. John Ken'ednand Joe McCarthy) stare
"Sly down at another group
wmer heroes- the mem"l s „| u high school basketm| team who have gathered
L 20 years to relive their
1st memories to dale ...that
season." The
harnpionship
Lines that surround them
a,t constant reminders ol the
team's past glory and the guns
Lich hang on the wall
[oreshadow their explosive

observes
Tom
(James Kelley).
(James and^Tom,
by Dennis C J

Oaley

brolhors

°

Pluywl

respea!"^' TT"
Performances are th(. he"'
consistent andbelievable m°Sl
'in the
P'ay.
Kt'lle>'

Jone<

^s£r2rss
exter n.- ,a

P'actd

'

Junior high school

Principal,

responsibilitiL.'''|JM <I by ",v
ch,±ne"S

adeplly

Limdles the

n,100d0lamunwh('
aUernaLlv
alternately resigns
himself tn
and rebels aginst the poi
ponement of his own achieve

Wall h Katked uSainst the
wall, he becomes a desneram
°Pporlunist

nearlv'd^',
who
his aii
?y'S hlS 'rien<ds in
his attempt to rise above
e
mediocrity.
n.,.

Jamt'S

(;is

Tom
aley presents an outstand
ing performance as an
alcoholic unwilling to accept
Kelley

myth and unable to live with ' the public image of the goodie truth. His cynical humor humored politician is an
j^vus the play's tension and unstable man tormented by
rvelley s seasoned sense of self-doubts. Gliksman dem
timing maximizes the humor's onstrates potential but is less
impact. His biting comments than convincing in the highly
,
through the wistful half- emotional scenes.
truths to expose men living on
"I'm expected to finance
Past glories and grasping for everyone's life," cries Glenn
untulliiied dreams.
Pierson, as Phil Komano.
the coach (Douglas G. Appearing to resent this, he
Brennan) delivers his lines in a nonetheless has 110 qualms
•s .v e similar to a locker room
about buying the people who
Pep talk. He initially appears
are necessary for his own
to be all bluff and bluster—a
success. Pierson has some
man to whom the orriy sin is
excellent moments, hut is not
losing. The coach's(intentions
totally believable in his role.
are both kindly and calcu"That
Championship
ating, but glimpses into the Season," written by Jason
man behind the coach are few. Miller, won the New York
Brennan occasionally relies 011 Drama Critics Award for the
mere adherence
to stereo
best play of 1972. Directed by
type. He commands the stage
Dr. Sy Kahn, it shotfld be a
however with his sentimental
strong contender when it is
nostalgia about his past love judged this weekend for the
af'tair
with
American College Theatre
a
music
teacher
Performances
'a
woman
of Festival.
culture" for whom "I never continue Oct. 25,26 and Nov. 1
had the time."
and 2 at 8 p.m. at the Rotunda's
The purl of the mayor • DeMarcus Brown Theatre.
"That
Championship
(Played
by
Michael
Gliksman) is one oi the most Season is an intense study of
dillicult in the play. Beneath the best and the worst in men.
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calaveras calendar
Tonighl
8
p.m.
That
Championship
Theatre—Rotunda.

8 p.m. That Championship Season.
Rotunda.

Sunday, October 27

Monday, October 28
6:30 p.m. Dr. Gwen Brown speaks on women and Aoademia. WPC224.
8 p.m. Tout Va Bien— Anderson Y Film.
Tuesday, October 29
8:15 p.m. Faculty Recital with George Neniclli and William Dominik.
Conservatory.
Wednesday, October 30

GLENN PIERSON (LEFT) ANIL MICHAEL GI,IKS\l\.x»
Appearing in OOP's first play of the season.

"The Effects of Gamma
Rays
on
Man-in-the-Moon
Marigolds," a play by Paul
Zmdel. will be presented by
students of Raymond College

tmg ht

aring for 1
,1"- (" ''L'-hIrf irl '"rl]!
iinsenbfi
H
I
Lew18'
Vin«'«"n<

S L. JONES (LEFT) AND JAMES KE

in early December. The play is
being organized and directed
by Lynne Abels, a Raymond
student, who is doing the show
us an independent study.
Her organizational efforts
are taking shape as the play
begins rehearsal.
"To me.
rehearsal
is
the
most
interesting and exciting part.
It's a laboratory where one can
experiment and create," she
stated. She added that while it
was easy to get people involved
in the technical side of the
show, getting actors was more
difficult.
Abels is young, energetic
and full of ideas. She has never
directed a stage play, so for
her, this show will be a real
learning experience.
The Raymond Represent
ative Council is
funding
"Marigolds,"
Samuel
Beckett's "Waiting for Godot"
and Tennessee Williams' "The
Glass Menagerie."
"Marigolds" is the story of
a relationship between a bitter,
frustrated,
alcoholic-driven
mother and her twodaughters.
If
"Marigolds"
is
wellreceived, there is a possibility
it will be video taped for
educational television.
The interest in theatre in
Raymond has lately increased
due to a new teacher al
Raymond. Tod Martin, who
lias worked extensively in
theatre and has encouiaged
the use of the performing arts
as a means of selfexpression.
With so many productions,
theatre at the university will be
abundant and diversified this

"Consistent and believable performances.

urbon
Street
Liquor
ES

working only the periphery ol
her reputation and not the sub
stance.

WILLIAMS

"

San Joaquin style

The Delta College Jazz
Ensemble, which drew a
standing ovation in its first
public performance 011 October
16. will deliver a tree concert
Sunday. October 27. at 2 p.m. in
the college's Speech Arts
Auditorium.
The group, organized and
directed
by
Gerald
A.
katzakian. is composed of
adv anced music students from
Delta and I 01'.
•The
bands
first
appearance
was ill the
college's Wednesday - at - Six
series in Holt Center before
more iliail
150 people.
Selections from Stan Kenton.
Count Basie, Buddy Rich and
Louie Bellsoi'i brought
tile
crowd lo lis leet alter the onehour program.

The
inimitable,
the
extraordinary Sarah Vaughan
played to an enthusiastic
audience at the
Great
American Music Hull in San
Francisco last Friday night.
Backed by an able trio
consisting of Frank DeLuRosa
on bass, Jimmy Cobb 011 drums
and Curl Schroeder. piano,
Miss Vaughan proved once
again that her vocal ability is
equaled only by her personal
charm and style.
Picture it you will where
this was happening:
the
grandeur of a turn of the cen
tury opera house combined
with the intimate atmosphere
of a nightclub: people wall to
wail and in tile balconies on
either
side;
waitresses
threading their way among the
tables carrying cool warmth
and ice cubes: conversations
ebbing and flowing us the
crowd settles buck in antici
pation.
The band comes out and
boogies into a quick warm-up
number—nothing
specta
cular. but setting the mood.
Then, the lady herself, lo a
standing ovation, comes up on
stage and opens with "I'll
Remember April."
WHEN SHE WAS in Mon
terey earlier this lull, there
were those who said that she
was not pulling out all thai she
was capable ol. that she was

DOUBLE BURGER

WITH TWO PIECES OF
CHEESE, FRENCH FRIES"
16 OZ. SOFT DRINK

i $1.40

; REG. $1-59

BIG SYD'S
PACIFIC

3286 WEST LANE

The depths of her
marvelous voice soared and
dived with the range and
clarity
lo
rival
Joan
Sutherland or Beverly Sills
and, as for warmth, phrase
ology
and seal improvi
sations
well, one can only
place her in a class by herself.
After over an hour of fine
music and good times, she
brought the evening to a head
with a swinging rendition of
"Willow Weep For Me" which
had everybody loot-stomping
and hand-clapping. And then,
us if to top ev en that, back by a
solo piano she sang the finest
version of "Somewhere Over
the Rainbow" ever done.
Remember Judy Garland?
Well. Miss Sarah Vaughan
creates her own horizons, her
own spectrum, and even her
own pot of gold; and then
gathers you up to soar through
the air and explore the wonder
and beauty of her works. And
they are indeed a pleasure to
behold.

8:15 p.m. Senior Recital. Dennis Bell. Cello. Conservatory.

Thursday, October 31 (Halloween)
7:30 p.m. Guy People's Union meeting. Anderson Y.
8 p.m. Halloween Masquerade Ball at Winterland.
8:15 p.m. Composer's Club Concert. Conservatory.

Watch hippies go
berserk in market
BY DENNY KONSHAK
Ever had a secret desire to
walk down the endlessly
orderly prepackaged super
market
aisles
and LAY
WASTE:
lielterskelter the
Hamburger Helper, squeeze a
grape, gash a Gallo. grind the
sugar-coated Cocoa Pebble
Loops into a mound of nonnutritive pulp.
If you've had these secret
lusts, (you closet anarchist!)
then the Anderson Y is the
place for you to satisfy your
desires without the cop's
whistle ending your pleasure.
Starting tonight, and running
"through Monday, the Y will be
showing at 8 p.m. (FREE!) a
film called "Tout Va Bien" in
which a band of hippies DOES
invade a supermarket.

(bourgeoise)
film-making,
materialism, and
. . .
cynicism. Co-directed by JeanLuc Godard and Jean-Pierre
Gorin in 1972, "Tout Va Bien's"
plot
revolves around the
relationship between HEtVvcs
Monland) and SHE (Jane
Fonda). SHE. an American
radio correspondent in France,
is assigned to cover a work
stoppage by workers in a sau
sage plant. HE. a former film
maker
now
doing
TV
commercials.
accompanies
her.
The
work stoppage
becomes a lake-over ol Ilie
plant, the manager is held
hostage, a window is broken, a
man pisses out the window—
but, let's not give the whole plot
away.

Not that "Tout Va Bien" is
a study of hippie anarchists: in
fact, it is a movie about the
problems of sexual liberation,
the class struggle, worker
unity, commercial

S0000000...U topical film
(Women's
Liberation):
a
comical film (beserkhippies):
a pornographic film (nude
genitalia); a political film: a
Stockton premiere: Anderson
Y, 8 p.m., Friday through
Monday.

NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
RENT-TO OWN
$10 Per month—oil lent applied, on purchase.
Keep until', ptnd for or return any time.
No tricks - No - gimmicks - No mierest
ED MONAGH'AN S
^toekton

• Downtown—249 E. Miner
• Lincoln Cenier North
• Lodi—107 W Pine St.

NORTH STORE NEXT TO PAY IESS
OPEN SATURDAYS til 5 PM

Costanza's on the Avenue
LUNCHES
464 -8728
DINNERS
ORDERS TO GO
Featuring

-THE FACTORY-

©tUMNtt
r~r

»•

a casual place to get together
for an evening of good times and good talk
204'f Pacific Ave. 462-1820

• cm.
.r.sTw,..r«..v^

g&9 a19

Parking in rear of Doris Place

.-n: 'I

' -1

I

Yamaha CT800 FM/AM Stereo Tuner

CHARBROILED

ALL FOR

The same was not true
Friday night. Miss Sarah
Vaughan was body and soul
together and she let it
communicate!
Sweating softly under the
orange spotlights above and 011
either side of her, she moved
through "Poor
Butterfly,"
"Got A Lot Of Lovin' To Do,"
"Misty" and medley of older
material from the late 50's and
early
60 s when she was
singing with Earl Fatha'
Hines and Billy Eckstine.

6 p.m. "Meet the Artist" Daniel Heiletz, violinist at Delta College.Holt
Center Room VIt

ypewriter Co,

cpiciAL!

=

V1'X

DAVE

JOSEPH GOLDEEN

By LUIS REYES

p. 111. Tout Va Bien Anderson Y Film.

8

and

for Raymond s thespians

Dcmurcus Blown Theatre-

8 p.m. Elvin Bishop at Wihterlund.
9 p.m. Homecoming dance featuring Papa Du Run l)a Run. Raymond
Great Hall.

By

,

Brown

8 p.m. Tout Va Bien—Anderson Y Film.

iss Sarah Vaughansatisfaction guaranteed

,azz

Demureu.s

Tomorrow (Homecoming)

MISS SARAH VALIGHAN

'Real learning experience'De'fa

Season.

9 p.m. BSU/Asian Alliance/ASUOP dunce. Scottish Rile Temple.

confrontations.

flic characters brutally
expose
each
other's
aspirations and weaknesses,
aud m the name of truth. Hut
tlic truth only hastens the disin
tegratiun ol the team spirit
facade they have carefully
rullivaied. They must finally
retreat to create and support
yet another my th.
The "boys" have been
Imbued with their coach's
philosophy that to win onemust
•find the other man's weak
ness go for it. and punish him
uitli it." lie continues to exert
considerable influence over
each of lliem. "You won't lose,
boys, cause I won't let you."
lie tells them. Tel il is obvious
Unit all of them are on the
verge ol failure. •
Tin'major concern ol those
al ihu reunion is the imminent
race for mayor. The not-looincumbent. George
Sikowski. (Michael Gliksman)
is running on promises ol "four
more years ol serenity and
progress.
All ol those
present
(except George)
realize
!hat his candidacy is as much
ol a political blunder as the
dying elephant lie purchased
rlhecily zoo. But each man's
desperation compels him to
support the inevitable loser as
his only hope for the future.
The alternative is to lapse into
anonymity, "lis and
the
«hooping cranes, on the way
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...blends an outstanding FM tuner and
low-distortion, high power amplifier for
a new world of stereo perfection.

Cfirisfmas Cfiarfer

NEW YORK

• Receivers
• Tuners
• Cassette Recorders
• Amplifiers

3liglits

PLUS J 1 1.90 TAX

189
ROUND TRIP

These flights are open to students, faculty, staff
employees and their immediate family.

'

SPRING & SUMMER FLIGHT SCHEDULES TO EUROPE
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

Sold exclusively at

FOR SCHEDULES, CALL OR WRITE

STOCKTONS NEWEST MOTOR INN-

COLOR T.N/.

I

HEATED POOL

I

Ctarter Way inn
sAL PHONES
DIRECT Di " '
"

. S O M E W A T E R 3EDS

500 WEST CHARTER WAV
AT it\TEHc>TATc

948-0321

Member, "Society of Audio Consultants"
6130 Pacific Avenue
477-0082
Entire Sales Staff "Certified
Audio Consultants"

20 years of sales and service
at the same location

Most complete, qualified
service shop in California

Financing to 36 months..
90 days, no interest charge

"We Service Everything We Sell'

Phone (415) 392-8512
MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION

CHARTER FLIGHTS INT.

1095 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94103
|P!,ate mall ma information on fll|ht>:
iNama:
Addrau:
jClty. Stata A Zip Coda: (

Phona No.
. Apt. No.:.
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corporations.

BY DIANE AUERBACH
(CPS) Remember the '30s:
Rudy Vullee. nickel apples,
bread lines, the Dust Bowl and
the W'PA? Those too young to
experience that riotous era
have another chance: some
economists are predicting a
return engagement of the
Great Depression.
The chorus of doomsday
predictions has swollen. "The
1970s will go down as the
second great watershed."
warns economist
Henry
Brandon. "The worst crisis
since 1931." predicts Alan Day
of the London School of
Economics. "Nixon left the
economy in a shambles and in
my book, the country is facing
the worst depression since the
1930s," echoes labor leader

George Meany.
Even the conservative
Wall Street Journal has joined
the act: "The government may
be Lacing a choice between a
depression...or
an
annual
inflation rate of 30 per cent or
40 per cent.
Several
important
indicators of the U.S. economy
have been flashing some very
gloomy signals. Wholesale
prices leaped a frightening 3.9
per cent in August alone,
reports Newsweek, the second
biggest one-month rise in 28
years. On top of a 3.7 per cent
surge in July, it was a sure
omen of more explosive
inflation in consumer prices.
In the past year, the
housing industry has suffered a
38 per cent drop; industrial
production is now almost 2 per

cent lower than last October,
when the Arab embargo
started.
President Ford's Board of
Economists has predicted that
inflation will be running at or
above 8 per cent through next
year, and unemployment will
reach 6.5 per cent by next
summer.
Still, the government flatly
denies the advent of a
depression, speaks in hushed
tones of a recession, and
admits only that "We do have
an economic problem."
Economics
is
very
mysterious. As a matter of
fact, it mystifies everyone.
"The long standing claim of
economists that they know how
to control inflation is an empty
pretense." says Nobel Prize
winning Harvard economist

service posts. It's the WPA all
over again.

Wassily Leontif.
Nevertheless,
Ford
believes galloping inflation can
be reigned in by everyone
pulling
together
and
"exhibiting restraint, selfdiscipline and sacrifice." To
set an example. Associated
Press reports, the President
will walk the 150 yards from the
White House to church rather
than ride in the presidential
limousine.

Unless
the
Ford
administration abandons its
drive to balance the budget,
notes Time magazine, an '
ambitious
employment
program would eventually
require either higher taxes or
extra-deep cuts in other
federal spending.

Ford's economic package
emphasizes tight money and
budget balancing. Yet to offset
the rise in joblessness that is
sure to result from a
determined campaign against
inflation. Ford recomfnendsjt
massive increase perhaps $4
billion in federal spending to
hire the unemployed for public

the
Traditionally,
American government seeks a
tradeoff
between
unemployment and inflation.
Economist Paul Samuelspn
explains the conflict:
H
credit is easy and employment
at a high level, there will be
inflation: if credit is tight and
there
is
considerable
unemployment, inflation will

A few economists also
believe
our
economy
js
haunted by a ghostly cycle of
booms and recessions, that our
present crisis is only a
particular phase in recurrent
phenomenon which has its
parallels in the past.

decline or e^"C<b'y tolerating
Put crudely, ny
3
er
mild inllatl0"0'nt could
the g°veease in gross
ensure an in
o[aboul 4 petnational pv°c'u'^l result is
a

cenl,

Susy-assE

This cycle shows a regular
series of rises and falls, it
rises, for example, from 1789 to
1814. from 1848 to 1873, and
from 1896 to 1920: and falls in
between. Cycle watchers warn
that we are now only at the
beginning
of
the
lean
years—our comparative place
in the cycle today is 1924—and
that we must suppose that
get worse before
things will „
they get better.
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Clinic efforts being frustrated
Administrators at the UOP School of
Dentistry, San Francisco, and Cowell
Student Health Center Director Dr. Alan F.
Morrison are to be commended for their
hard work and persistence in planning the
formation of a low-cost dental clinic at the
Stockton campus.
Their efforts have made possible the
establishment of a clinic in the near future.
But just how soon the facility will be
established is in question, due primarily to
the local campus administration's hesitance
to make decisions.
A new location must be found for the
computer center which presently occupies
the lower level of the health center where
the dental clinic is to be placed. As soon as a
location for the computer center is decided
upon, the dental clinic can immediately set
up operations below the infirmary.
Money hassles cannot be cited as
excuses for the administration's delay since '
the clinic will be completely self-sustaining.
But the administration's clinging belief that
all changes must take an eternity before they
become realities is thwarting the
Certainly, a special, adequate location
must be chosen for the computer center.
The facility must be provided with a
centralized campus location, due to costs for
connei ting cables to the various terminals.
Also, the site must have excellent security
resources. There is no question that
choosing the new computer center site must
be carefully and wisely thought out ahead of
time.
Administrators at both campuses have
been planning the formation ot the dental
clinic for over a year now, certainly more
than enough time to consider a new
computer center site. But thd Stockton
campus administrators feel it will be at least
one year before operations can get set up for
the dental clinic.
The School of Dentistry and the Ideal
health center are eager to get started.
Unfortunately,
though, it
is
the
administration here that finally decided
where the computers will go and when the
dental cliniowill get underway.
Sources have revealed that once a site is
chosen for the computer center, it would
only take three to four weeks for the

machines to be moved out of the health
center. The dental clinic could be in full
operation in three months once the move
was made.
The dental clinic will be a long-overdue
addition to the Stockton campus. It will be
an extremely useful and valuable service to
the UOP community. Students and faculty
will be charged extremely low-cost fees for
dental service that would otherwise cost a
bundle.
The clinic will help to bind relations
with the two campuses, something that the
School of Dentistry has looked forward to
for a long time.
The Cowell Student Health Center was
constructed to serve as a health care facility
for students at UOP, not to provide a
permanent location for a computer center.
With that in mind, the UOP administrators
surely were aware that the computers
would have to be eventually moved.
The End Zone site has been the most
talked about possibility for the new
computer facility. The End Zone building
will be vacated when a similar food service
begins operation in the University Center.
With other services planning to move into
the University Center, it would appear that
choice of possible computer sites would be
increased.
In any event, the administration by now
should have made a definite decision as to
where the computers will go. President
McCaffrey and his staff of administrators
have had more than ample time to find an
adequate and suitable location.
It is unfortunate that a university with a
professional dentistry schpol does not have
a dental clinic at its main campus. And it will
continue to be disappointing if the
administration insists on maintaining its slow
pace in planning and decision-making.
It is a shame that the efforts of the
School of Dentistry administration and
Morrison have to be bogged down in the
sluggishness of UOP decision-makers. The
need for a low-cost dental facility is long
overdue. The site for such a clinic is
available.
But poor planning has already, and will
no doubt continue, to delay the formation
of the much-needed dental
clinic.

University rapped
Dear Editor:
Well, here's another year
at UOP. Who says nothing
remains the same? Tuition is
as high as ever, especially in
light of the school it's going to.
It is an institution once
imagined of as enabling a
fortunate few
thousand to
obtain a higher education.
1 Now, at great expense, one
may have the opportunity to
view the workings of an inept
bureaucracy,
consuming
much and producing little in
the way of a higher education.
Here at UOP we have the
leftover meatloaf for a facultygraduate students from Lodi
U. • teaching upper division
courses at Pacific. And some of
the faculty is vintage (class of
'29, COP), f have nothing
against old age, but when the
greatest interest generated by
a professor is his ability to
function ononly two brain cells
and a heart pacer.I don't think
that his job shoud be the stimu
lation of our minds.
But whose fault is it that
for the millions spent here, we
can only come up with, at best,
a second-rate
faculty? 1
suppose it's the same person or
persons who do such swell
things as decide to spend
millions on facilities that are
out-dated even for the local,
tuition-free J.C. Meanwhile,
back at the old campus,
students listen to the sounds of
"Bull Dozer and the Hard
Hats" while watching the
mouths of their professors
open and close or sit in
Bannister Hall listening to the
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Hare' breo
Willard Harr. " i"

Won last Saturday

2,715yards.

Each fall, the annual UOP homecoming
festivities are highlighted by the return of
hundreds of alumni.
We wish to extend our welcome to the
visiting alumni and their families.
Many of the UOP graduates will be
noticing .for the first time some of the
changes the Pacific campus has under
gone. We would like to encourage them to
talk to the students about these changes.
Receiving feedback from the UOP
alumni about the various changes and new
programs ran help create new ideas and
suggestions for the university. The alumni
can be a strong and influencial force in ini
tiating support in the right direction.

By observing the views of today's
students, coupled with the reactions and
feedback of the alumni, the two forces can
work together to build upon and create new
ideas for UOP.
The administration will sit up and take
notice if the past and present students of
Pacific can combine
their forces and
propose suggestions. The university exists to
serve the students. And the needed changes
can come about.
Let's hope that this weekend the past and
present UOP students can come together
and open some avenues
towards
constructive change!

llM* K
hi* bn

•

Harrcll now lias .

^

lilt.Tomorrow lie lares a '
lob well. Wt.lard led the H,
lorLOP's only win in the *crH s »

iKER'S CORNER
whaling and gnashing of teeth
coming out of the quonset huts
WWII)
where
(circa
"Conservatory" students have
to practice because there just
doesn't seem to be a better
place. Shit! That's all it is. We
have
an
administration
straight out of the '50s with a
classic football mentality. The
kind of administration that
wants to be a "big-name ball
school" in a world that no
longer
exists.
Our
administration gives second,
or third priority to the students
that come here to get an
education that w ill be of value
in the latter pail of the 20th cen
tury. Why do wehave a secondrate
faculty?
Probably
because the administration,
Stanley McCaffery, doesn't
want to pay for a fine
university
faculty. They'd
prefer a football team, or a
basketball team, or some kind
of macho-athletic team "to be

known for." I have a much
better idea. Fill the stadium
with waters from the "Mighty
Calaveras" and create a sub
marine team. Just think, we
could be No. 1. not just in
California, but in the nation.
Wow! Everybody could take
their Coors and go watch the
submarine races on Saturdaynights. The afterwards, we
could all go over to the old
Delta Campus and watch the
buildings fall down. Swell!
The real reason UOP is
what it is today is neglect.
Student apathy and ignorance
to what is done with their
money lets such gross misallocations continue. But we're
paying for our negligence,
believe me. And the fat cats
roost in the Ivory Phallic and
smile

Says, 'Patriots

"Personally. I think this is a pretty crappy route to take
but every man to his own poison. The rectal sphincter can be
dialaled as when your bowels move, but unlike the vagin i it
cannot be repeatedly stretched without injury. Constant mi •
use results in breaks that gel infected and need sureerv
R e c e n t l y Ie x a m i n e d s u c h a r e c t u m a n d i t l o o k e d l i k e i t h i t
b^en beaten with an ubalone mallet. The patient couldn't sit
down. Also the commonest source of syphilis in urban areas i
the rectum of the promiscuous homosexual where the
painful chancre is not apparent. Finally the constant
stretching ol the anal sphincter may well result in lack of on
trol. and you won't look good in a diaper. If this is your b-.n
then scrupulous cleanliness is imperative, especially beinu
careful to wash with soap and water afterwards- extr,
gentleness in the penetration: and copious use of a |, k
cant KY jelly being the best. It tightness of lit is essentiT
there are vaginal exercises which will increase its tone I
are totally hung up on the procedure, I think you need ,!!"
nie
professional advice."
'

still around

Ki'iltf WH
iming iii.ui
Ik- Iuin Ik
For those of youwho ij Mich Skill
know it or believe it. there liliysblh nu
still some of that great bree hevut ro
people I call "down home biidnw ,utu>
triots"
still
arou 'ware <>| ht
Two of which own llu-iv is no (|
Village Cleaners in the Lin
Village Shopping Center limiilniN. Dill
Pacific Ave.
"u'- jtoviw
One week agoI tookii country this
American flag that mean Kni 11
forty by fourteen feet. M
ids
asked how much it would Mail |)\ \ y . y
to have it cleaned andrepa soft spoken
the owner, Mr. WilbertMo |N'SSl\s
told me that he would do •S|l,'llglll. ||
free. I was stunned to say F'Blh thai
least. "Free?"Iasked. Yl points inn
he answered, 'We u 'Uakein,,,^
American flags free, aitdsiji ' G'l'y ,
Wednesday be alright?15 tain,,,, 1|(1|inn
"Sure." On Wednesffli- As:,
hit
picked it up cleaned' "'""ll-Mll,,
h,
repaired at no charge
''•Weiic,.
Mill
Well that's it, 1lusl in Illiisi
coll,.-J.,,
1,1
tell everybody that my
'I IN II
'lilS iHot
off to these two great m,..
Mr. and Mrs. Moserl*
'i
of us here at TO
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THE PACIFICAN

Tigers host San Jose in Homecoming crucial
pacific in must-win situation

Kimball-led Spartans

after fourth straight defeat at Fresno

I J^FF METZOER

UOP Tigers have lour
left
to
salvage
k
Imething. mainly a PCAA
, 0[ a season that has been
"! y frustrating for head coach
tester Caddas and Co.
Pacific, if they are to have
hope for a conference title,
an-V, heat Sun Jose State here
mniorrow and San Diego St. in
,0 weeks, and if the past four
The

weeks are any indication of the
outcome
these
two
0f

nexfS*'

»'•

# 418

in an almost-even display of
rush-pass balance.
The Bulldogs threw for 311
yards the week before against
ban Diego and only rushed for
40, but coach JR Boone felt his
club could run against the
Tigers, and they did for 189
yards. However, this was only
six more yards than Willard
Harrell gained by himself.

1111

The Tigers went down to
the.r lourth straight loss last

week, as Fresno State was the

victor this time 37-21 The
«ft
Tiger
defense,
which has been annihilated by
nJnjleS' "'USt couldn't stop the
Bulldog attack which netted

WILLARD BECAME the
greatest ground-gainer in UOP
history Saturday as his -83
yards gave him a career total
of 2,722, surpassing the great
Dick Bass' mark of 2,715. And
he needs 278 yards to become
the 17th player
in NCAA
history to gain 3,000.
But the record was marred
by the disappointing defeat.
When asked about the record
after the game. Caddas
replied,
"The only record
we're concerned about is a
"W" and we didn't get one
tonight."
The Tigers scored first on
an well-executed 73-yard drive
following the opening kickoff.
But Fresno came right back as
quarterback Ngf Cortez, led
the Bulldogs 58 yards to tie the
score.
For live minutes at the end
of the first quarter and the
beginning of the second, the
game belonged to Fresno
kicker Alvaro Garcia. Before
Saturday
night,
virtually
nobody had heard ol him
outside of Fresno, and it's
doubtful
that many peoplethere even knew who he was.
Garcia kicked field goals
of 50, 49 and 52 yards to give

'Hare' breaks record
Willard Harrell became the greatest ground-gainer in UOP
history last Saturday as he broke Dick Bass' career mark of
2,715yards. Harrell now has 2,722 yards and has a good shot at
3,000. Tomorrow be faces a team against which he has done
extremely well. W illard led the Tigers over San Jose in 1972,
(or LOP's only w in in the series since 1968.

Fresno a 16-7 lead. All three
field goals came as a result of
see

ICAGER'S CORNER
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« M KEITH YOUNG i Volleyballers
OPO

by Andy Miller

(I J

win first

Keilh Young is ,i ihfiqiu- lids been no one to push him lor
killing man.
two years. Net lie knows his
| lie has been called by his capabilities on the basketball
Toacli Stall Morrison
tile • court and.should be able to play
J|iliy>iiall\ most gilted player
up to them.
- ! "llic ever coached.
Other
At 22. Young estimates
M"l'oaeltesacross the count ry are
that he has lieett playing
iware nl Keith's ability and
basketball year-round since he
here is no doubt that the ti-4
was about III. At Mohawk
•enior
coa apiain
lrom
High
School
he
played
ng Cent# otuuibiis. Ohio will tic one ol
againsl such current pro stars
lit' premier guards in the
as Kd Katlcll and Dwiglil
> country this
season.
Lamar. At I he I nivcrsity ol
Keitli is a natural leader
Minnesota lie led (he
Dig
olio leads more by e\allipli'
Ton ' in field goal prccentagc
*
III,in by verbal means, lie is a
for most of his junior season.
jandrepi soft spoken young man who.
As a black studies major
VdbertMa lossesses a
rare inner
with a 3.6 (il'A. Keith has an.
'Ircngih || ]s ||,|s inner
exceptional affinity toward
•Ircnglli thai ( nach Morrison
music and poetry. While he
Us 'Nil w lien louclicd can
can be seen around the campus
•We lltakehim a ,N,,\ ;,gc compel 11 or
with his tape deck jamming out
free W.Mill a very compassionate
jazz and soul, lie spends a lot ol
I puiliaii being
lime
by hiinscll writing
poetry.
Unlike his casual
•Ka letlsliii l Iranslcr I rum
manner, some ol
Keith s
WinileMila.
Keith
will
poetry powerfully spells out
urge- !'.\|ieriencc a problem unique
I just In nii'si college
some of the inequities ol our
basket hall
society today.
kit
I'layers Thai |S n,,. |ilt|thai lie
"as inn praelieed in a leant
I'niriiiijiiciit lor almost two
LOP J[ years. Naturally . lie is leeling
..intey1 "sKi> along in practice so lar
' ksseasun. \\ hen he begins to
I'^'i'l liimsell as I expet I linn
"• Miirrisun notes,
Waleb
mil!"

(lilt1*

'Willi luniscll sees lluil the
i ,"'tll,N| I'at'l is to kee|) going
wll,,|i he tires. In
ause I here

,1itrir

against SC
The women's volleyball
team broke into the win column
Monday night, as both the "A"
and "B" squads came out on
top against Santa Clara. In the
first game of the evening,
played in the Broncos gym, the
Tiger B team took the best twoout-of-three match, 13-15, 15-6,
15-13, in
hotly contested
play.
Showing no mercy, the
"A" team quickly put away
their opponents with scores ol
15-7, 15-13.
The win was especially
nice alter the Tigerettes had
played a great match on the
home floor last Friday night,
only
to lose to a rugged
Nevada-Reno six, 13-15, 3-15.
The B's were also beaten by
Reno, 13-15, 7-15.
Glena Gorenson. who when
not in class, can usually be
found somewhere near a
volleyball court leads the Tiger
club, despite playing with a
sprained ankle.

Keith Young knows his
capabilities as a basketball
player and he know s himself as
a person. Perhaps he is best
summed up in his own poetic

The
Tigerette
volley
ballers travel to USE, a week
lrom Monday (Nov. 6) and will
return home to meet Mills
College on Saturday. Nov. I6at
11 a.m.

words:

I hope that being this way
doesn't upset everyone else.
That 1 can be kinda happy
sometimes, by mysell.
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Features:
* 14 scientific functions

\.?,iSn,«,rk- functions ^mm4-«
radian entry
rAlgebraic peoblem e: ' ry
• Solves complex problems mvolv.ng up to low
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PACIFIC
OFFENSE
Hank Marioni
SE SE
John Taylor
WT OT
Dana Brenner •
WG IT
Hank Englehardt C
SSG
M el Visger
SG C
Morrison England ST
SG
Greg Robinson
TE TE
Oreasor Brown
FL FL
Steve Towne
QB QB
Willard Harrell
TB TB
Don Padilla
FB FB

SAN JOSE ST.
Maurice Hill
Ron Collins
John Blain
Ed Fink
Brad Metheany
Randy Berglund
Dan Prager
Mike Hopkins
Craig Kimball
Walt Robinson
Darrell Jenkins

27
76
78
65
51
62
30
20
17
32
45

feature passing attack

It's Homecoming, Band
Day and the 25th anniversary
of the unbeaten 1949 UOP team
as Pacific is where it's at this
weekend.
But the main
concern for Tiger head coach
Chester Caddas will be the
passing attack of the San Jose
State Spartans.
The Fresno State passing
DEFENSE
attack, led by Net Cortez, was
Kim Bakamper 88 just a warmup compared to
SE
33 Mark Cook
LE
ST Wilson Faumuina 74 what the UOP Tigers have in
71 Pat Tittle
LT
80 store for them this week as
WT Doug Johnson
29 Bruce Gibson
MG
WE Dave Wasick
81 they prepare to face San Jose
64 Chuck Orrison
RT
56 State.
LB Larry Kerr
57 Dave Forrest
RE
Cortez threw for 229 yards
58
LB
Carl
Ekern
50 Mark Davis
LB
last week, and if Pacific can
57
LB
Larry Zajonc
36 Mike Long
LB
hold Craig Kimball to that
21
LC Dwayne Price
24 L.J. Douglas
DB
figure, they will have had a
18
RC Louie Wright
46 Mike Purceli
DB
good day.
ss
Rick James
48
42 Dave Boer
S
Kimball is the fifth leading
FS Clay Jackson
25 passer in the country, but that
28 Mike Kiley
S
is somewhat misleading. The
NCAA
figures
passing
statistics on most completions
per game, and Kimball has
completed just over 14 per
game. But his 101 completions
in seven games are good for
1,343 yards, tops in the nation.
He has also thrown for 11
touchdowns.
BUT KIMBALL may have
his problems today, as the
Spartans lost their leading
pass receiver. Ike McBee, last
week. McBee tore ligaments in
his knee and will be lost for the
JEFF METZGER, Sports Editor
underwent
season, as he
Page 5
surgery Monday,
Friday, October 25, 1974
McBee was having a great
yearuntil hegothurt. ashehad
hauled in 33 of Kimball's
aerials, good for 466 yards.
Last year, Ike caught a school
record 73 passes for 1,105
yards.
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file,
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Water poloers nab
tense overtime victory
By JIM SLACK

It took the UOP water
poloers an extra 8 minutes
Tuesday, but the overtime
period paid off as they scored
three goals en route to a 7-5
victory over UC Davis.
Trailing 4-3 with 2 and onehall minutes left in the eontest. Larry Slasfield drew a
foul and Craig Schwartz eonverted the penally shot to knot
the game at 4. UOP quickly
grabbed a lead in the first over
time
with goals by SteveSnider and Kevin Drake, and
wrapped up the game with i
Craig Schwartz third goal mid
way through the second fourminute OT period.
Coach Connor Sutton
called the victory a "total team
effort." singling out Jell
Passeggi
on defense and
Schwartz on offense. It was a
"real
rough
game."
he
commented, noting that five of
the seven starters for UCD
fouled out of the contest.
For UOP it marked their
seventh victory against fivelosses, a"nd cleared up doubts
that the team might be going
downhill. After winning the
first lour games of the season,
the Tigers have managed no
better than 3-5 record, but this
victory over Davis, coupled
with a previous win over the.
same club, could indicate a
comeback both in team atti
tude and performance.

Except loi: the hat-trick by
Schw artz, nobody scored more
than one goal with Kevin
Drake. Ken Edwards. Jell
Passeggi and Steve Snider all
contributing goals to the win.
Today at 3:30 the refreshed
Tigers meet Fresno State, and
Saturday at 11 a.m. they face
off against an alumni team
composed of former UOP
water polo greats. Both games
are at the UOP pool.

UOP fans remember
Kimball well, as he pulled off
one of the better comebacks
against Pacific in recent
history. The Tigers jumped out
to a 21-0 lead in the third
quarter, before Craig got his
troops together and led the
Spartans to three touchdowns
and salvaging a 21-21 tie. San
Jose, in fact, had a chance to
win that game, but missed on a
last-second field goal.
Kimball
has led
the
Spartans to a very successful
season so far, as San Jose
conies into the contest with a 42-1 record against a very tough
schedule. They lost by just one

Golf, tennis highlight
recent Intramural action
Ron Zukoor. the shortstop
ot the UOP baseball team, shot
an 88 to capture the intramural
golf tournament
held last
Saturday at the Swenson Golf
Course, while Walter Dahl was
the winner ol the longest drive
competition.
The
intramural
department announced a host
of events coming up: a tennis
tourney starting Oct. 22. a sixman volleyball tournament to
be held Nov. 13, and a chance to
win yourself a holiday turkey
Nov. 21 in the annual Turkey
Trot.
Football Standings as of
Oct. 21: A LEAGUE
Omega Phi 4-0
Phi Tau 3-1
Phi Delt 2-2
Kappa Psi 0-3
Napiers 0-3

BLEAGUE 1
Phi Tau 4-1
AKL 2-1-1
SAE 2-1-1
Phi Dell 1-3
Callison 0-3
B LEAGUE 2
Wemyss 3-1
Kahunas 2-1
Pineapples 2-2
South West 0-3
C LEAGUE
Baun Hall 3-0-1
Omega Phi 3-1
Carter 1-1
Ballanlyne 1-2-1
Raymond Rats 0-4

,
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SPECIAL RATES FOR
ACCIDENT FREE
DRIVERS

LOW RATES FOR ALL DRIVERS

For More Information
Check in the ASUOP
Office

BUTCHER
INSURANCE
1035 WEST ROBINHOOD DRIVESUITE 2D

Better Coverage At A Lower Cost

Top QB
San Jose State quarterback Craig Kimball, the nation's fifth
leading passer will lead his Spartans in the Pacific Memorial
Stadium tomorrow. Kimball will he missing his favorite
receiver, Ike McBee, but nonetheless the Tiger defense will
have to be in top form to halt the aerial attack.

[Peerless Predictors]
„

By PACIFICAN SPORTS STAFF

UOP 31 - San Jose St. 28 -San
Jose is down after last week's
shellacking by San Diego, and
the Tigers should
take
advantage of the opportunity.
UCLA 21 - Cat 17 -The bubble
will finally burst iorthv Bears
after winning five in a row.
Notre Dame 28 - Miami 17 -In a
nationally televised bailie, the
Irish will do something tDP
couldn't do.
Raiders 31 - 49ers 14 -The two
teams usually play close
games but the Raiders are on
top of their game, and the
Niners have hit rock bottom.
Washington 17 - St. Louis II The Cardinals are the onlv

478—2450

f

team lel't in the NFL. but thai
should end Sunday as they
movt the Redskins who have
played exceptionally well the
past two weeks.
OTHER GAMES
Minnesota 7over New England
Bllllalo 111 over ( Im ago
Kansas City 1(1 over San Diego
Detroit 3 over Green Bay
Denver 4 over Cleveland
Rams 17 over New York Jels
Pittsburgh 10 over Atlanta

WEEK'S TOPPERS

USC 24 over Oregon SI.
Ohio St. 28 over Northwestern
Oregon 10 over Washington
San Diego St. 20 over Long
Beach St.
Stanford
St.

10

over Washington*

Pre—Law Students
Register now for the December or Febrary LSAF
Review Course.
MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE

Instruction
in exam-taking ' techniques used
successfully by California pre-law'students.
Taught in Berkeley and San Francisco by practicing
lawyers. Cost:$85.
COURSE FOR DEC.7 LSAT STARTS NOV.20
COURSE FOR FEB3 LSAT STARTS JAN.22

For information call 415-254-7045 or write P.O.
Box 54 Orinda.Ca. 94563

WOMEN'S LEAGUE
Tt'i Delta 4-0
Grace Covell 2-2-1
Theta 1-2-1
Carter 0-1-1
Delta Gamma 0-2-1

I handle with nickel plated

slicle ruU'

But the Spartans are shellshocked after last week. San
Diego
State
throughly
destroyed them 40-14, running

up a 34-14 halftime lead. The
Spartans were beaten in every
department, and it's very
possible that the game will
have effect on their play today.
If they come back and play

PORTS

7-in-l Wrench Tool

| Use it for hundreds of
1 | different jobs at home.
! school,
office
or
I workshop. Comes with
| crescent wrench, bottle

point to California. 17-16, and
tied Stanford at 21-21, letting the
Cardinals of! the hook in that
one.

"Paciiican

SPECIAL STUDENT
AUTO INSURANCE
PROGRAM

•••• •

#
•••••• * * 157# MV
M OV I E-S
Wtsl Adams Satini lastoo-RoblrtflU
M15 &

No.
25
75
68
51
69
74
80
43
1
39
35

-SPECIAL
Valid Only During the Following Hours:
SUN. — THURS. 9 P.M. TO 11 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 10 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT

FREE

With This Ad

Hot Fudge
Sundae

mms
with the purchase of one
at regular price.

ICE CREAM PARLOUR
RESTAURANT
WEBERSTOWN
MALL
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Floyd
believes
court
Chief Justice
'more structured and more reliable'

Tigers lose again
front

pk

five

Tiger turnovers, us they
fumbled twice und Steve
Towne was intercepted once.
The Tigers continued to
move the ball, scoring the next
time they had it, but the
defense couldn't contain their
opponents. Fresno scored two
more TD's before the half, one
on a 56-yard Cortez to Glen
Cotton bomb
in the last
minute, as Pacific defender
L.J Douglas fell down covering
Cotton.
Pacific scored on theii;
first series of the second hall,
and appeared to be driving lor
another one. when the Fresno
defense put on the clamps, and
John Hodriguez missed a 22yard field goal to kill the drive.
if resno added insurance in
the fourth quarter, us once
again Cortez moved his club at
w ill for their fourth touchdown
und a 37-21 w in.
Cuddas is puzzled at the
results of the last four weeks.,
We're playing hard enough to
win.'' he said. But
we're
making mistakes, and missing
assignments."
One of the main problems
for the Tigers is the defense
w hich is destroyed by injuries.

Linebacker Mike Long joined
the list of the wounded us heinjured his knee. The extent of
the injury is not known. There
are only five
defensive
starters left who were firststringers in the spring.

court's verdict by pronouncing
By JIM SLACK

Having undergone intens
ive reorganization just one
year ago, the ASUOP Supreme
Court is more structured and
• OFFENSIV ELY CADDAS
more reliable now than ever
was very pleased with the
before, according to Chief
attack. The Tigers rolled up 386
yards in total offense. 304 on
Justice Frank Floyd. The new
the ground. He singled out the
court has seven permanent
associate justices, a student
offensive line as having good
ball games. Center Hank
defender,
and a student
LOAN STORE HEAD STEVE MARLOWE
Englehardt has been parti
attorney general representing
cularly
impressive lately.
every college and dorm at the
The ASUOP facility has everything you need
"Hank's been playing' super
university.
the past three weeks. " he said.
Associate justices for '74The
inconsistency, j
75 are Cana Constantini, David
especially on defense, has'
Gallegos, Gilbert Hermosillo,
Caddas puzzled. "We play
Sherri Jackson, Beverly
three plays very well, and then
Perry, Lisa Stafford, and Hugh
have a complete breakdown."
Zuker. The student defender
He cites the fumbles on
and attorney general have not
offense, and giving up the big
yet been appointed.
play on defense as example.
The effectiveness of the
The ASUOP Loan Store decade, Marlow may set a
court has come under lire in
The opponents don't get
has a van, refrigerators, price on it and sell it to that
recent years, but Chief Justice
easier for Pacific, as they have
backpacks, tents, sleeping person.
Frank Floyd says that "We are
to battle very tough opponents
"Since it's non-profit and
bags, jackets, skis, brushes,
able to reach a fair decision in
the last four weeks, and as it
we
buy
things
like
calculators,,
electric drills, saws, irons,
most cases, and 99 per cent of
has been said the past three
we
can lose money," Alcorn
vacuum cleaners, a fondue set,
the time our verdict is upheld.
weeks, the Tigers have to turn
blenders,
tennis
rackets, said. "People will borrow
things completely around if
calculators
that
cost
us
$300fishing poles, chisels and
HE SEES the court as a
they are to come out on top.
Deposits are required, - $375, but they won't buy them.
"viable alternative" for the
We just keep them around for
depending qpon the value of an
student accused of a collegea while."
item (sleeping bags or downoriented crime. The trials are
Christmas is around the
filled jackets). The ASUOP
fair, the accused is presumed
corner and the loan store is
van requires a $20 cleaning
innocent until proven guilty,
read with a sold state digital
deposit.
and if there is "reasonable
alarm clock. The price for this
The van, a 15-passeiiger
doubt" of his guilt he will be
item
is
$30.
Dodge Maxi-Bus, is available
The most sought-after cleared.
to students, teachers, and
The majority of cases tried
items
during the year ari
ASUOP recognized student
involve some violation of
camping
equipment.
Students
organizations.
The driver
UOP's honor code such as
will also come in frequently for
Defensive
end Dave must be 21 and have a "very
cheating, but the court will
screw
drivers,
pliers
or
metric
driving
record.
Wassick and linebacker Carl good''
also convene for theft,
tool sets which are popular
Ekern lead the defense. Unfortunately, for those of you
vandalism,
and
speeding
Wassick has kept the line who were looking forward to with foreign car owners.
cases, "anything," says Floyd,
"If
we
don't
have
what
you
together this season as he has using it this weekend. the van is
"short of rape or murder."
need, we'll refer you to the
made 45 unassisted tackles, 39 booked solid for this month.
"We have extreme success
ASUOP office. Then you can
Student response has
assisted. . He has sacked the
with student that cheat, getting
quarterback
five times, made the loan store a success come back here and sign it
them to see how harmful it can
blocked a kick and recovered and this response gets better as out," Alcorn said. The store be to their future education
hours
are
11
a.m.
noon
and
1-5
the
year
goes
on,"
according
to
two fumbles.
and careers."
p.m. Mon.—Fri. 10 a.m. - noon
Ekern is the top statistical Marilyn Alcorn, a studentThe student court has a 75
defender as he has made 50 clerk. She, along with two Sat. and 11 a.m.-noon on Sun.
per
cent conviction rate,
The
loan
store
acquires
its
unassisted and 41 assisted other clerks and manager
partly, said Floyd, because
tackles. Rick James, from Steve Marlow, make up the1 stock mostly by purchasing,
but at times people do donate.
Tracy, heads the secondary, as store's staff.
Fines for items returned What can you donate, what do
he has picked-off two passes
this season, and returned one damaged
or
dirty
are you need? They've got grease
arbitrarily set according to guns, wrenches, a buffer, front pg. one
for a touchown.
their value. These fines range cagoules, gaiters, vise grips,
The unbeaten 1949 Tigers from 25 cents to $10. If a person hack saws, wire strippers, a prices for regular gas.
will be honored at halftime fails to return an item within a bevel, jumper cables and ....
—14 per cent failed to post
tomorrow. That club racked up
prices.
11 wins in a rown and was led
—for regular gasoline, the
by quarterback Eddie Le
average price was 53.2 cents at
Baron, perhaps the greatest
posted stations, compared to
front pg. one
ever to play at Pacific.
56.3
cents
at
nonposted
LeBaron led the Tigers to 575 teams in the
mission. Tickets w ill be sold at stations. Fifteen of the 16 least
conference,
points that year, and they were although the Tigers have't lost
expensive gasoline prices at
the gate.
ranked 10th in the nation.
to them in two years. "It will be
Finally, the surf will be up stations were posted.
a most difficult game, so we
in Raymond Great Hall at 9
"We are very surprised at
p.m. when Papa Du Run Da
would really like a large, noisy
the widespread incidence of
crowd because we can get," he
Run brings back bikini wear posting violations," Harowitz
commented.
ing, board waxing and
said. "We commend the Stock
Additional cheering forces California girl music with the
ton City Council for taking an
are expected front
the
sounds of groups like the
important step in passing this
McGeorge School of Law. the
Beach Boys and Jan and Dean.
consumer-oriented ordinance.
School of Dentistry plus llic
Grab your little surfer girl (or
But if there is no provision for
gucsls of honor and members
guy) and make it to the
regular
enforcement,
its
of the 1949 Tigers. The
Homecoming Dance
cause
usefulness to the consumer will
marching hands will also be
"when you catch a wave you're remain very limited."
presented awards at the inlersittin' on top of the world."
NorCal PIRG will send a
letter to the City Council with a
copy of the results and will
Come by the
MEN'S HAIR
request that
enforcement
STYLING
UNITED WAY TABLE action be taken.
Stations which offered
BY
at the Street Faire
gasoline at 48.8cents per gallon
AMOS RAMOS
for regular were Sears at
during Homecoming.
Weberstown, Robo Car Wash,

Items galore in
loan shop

Kimball leads Spartans
from pg. five
well, it will prove their mark as
a really good football team.
With McBee out. Kimball
will be throwing to Mike
Hopkins und Dan Prager, the
tight end. Hopkins is second on
the team in catches with 23.
Walt Robinson and Steve
Bruce are the top two groundgainers with 259 and 290 yards
respectively. Fullback Marv
Stewart is next with 234 yards,
proving the balance this club
has..
The defense has been the
biggest surprise of the San Jose
State club, and it has to have
coach Darryl
Rogers very
happy. Until last week, they
had given up more than 17
points only once, and that was
to Stanford . Holding Cal to 17
points is quite a feat. But last
Saturday
the
defense
collapsed, and it w ill be up-to
the Tigers to catch them while
they're down.

many cases are initiated by
professors
with
enough
original evidence, in the form
of test papers or witnesses, for
certain conviction.

0neTfhisSy0eWar
swp

Floy<jI hopes to
that practice by -skM

participants to sign
.
Lnt binding them to.thefinal
judgment of the court. He sees
the influence of the cou
expanding in the com.ngyeart
also warns against too
but
er, noting that
much
professors may hesit£te
bring action through the
student-run court if they
apprehensive
about
th
authority of the final decision.

The university normally
frowns on mere accusations, so
most
professors
take
complaints directly to the
court through the Dean's office
explained Floyd. The ensuing
decision is not always final
however. In rare instances the
administration
or
the
professor may nullify the

ud

ACCUSED OF
t'lte
last year on a final
UOP student appeared"?1
the ASUOP Suprem
Con,
and last week won
decision
enabling hj^ »j
receive a grade in the rfl
This week the si)N
body faces another the" T
dispute from last year ?
outcome will ultimately
ren]
according to Floyd. 0|resu
on til
professor's
success
gathering
and
Ptesei-ntiJ
evidence.

Two UOP professors publish book
By LORI ORMAN
School
of
Education
professors Heath Lowry and
Dewey Chambers recently ap
peared
on
"Morning
Scene" (Channel 13) tele
vision show to present their
new book, "The Language
Arts:
A
PragmaticApproach. The book is based
on the idea that "language has
a systematic way of devel
oping."
"There are four
mutually
idependent
vocabularies
—listening,
speaking,
reading
and
writing," said Chambers.
The book, to be out in late
winter or early spring, is
designed to be used by uni
versity students who are
studying to be teachers as well
as present classroom teachers.

just theories but actually
techniques, he added.
What makes the book
different. "Chamberssaid "is
that everytime we talk about
theory of language devel
opment, we offer a lesson plan
in the following chapter so the
teacher can see how it works.
Another characteristic in
the design of the book is the
chapter on reading. "It has
been developed on a modified
modual approach which means
certain
performances
are
designed for each area of read
ing instruction."
Lowry
explained.

THE BOOK
is 'mWnJ
,
because Lowry remarJ
the purpose of Amerie
schools is to help student!
function effectively in <u
cracy and one of the •ft.
important skills that a pers
needs in functioning
ively is facility in languagt
and that's what the book iS[
about."
suid
Chambers
u
writing the book was a lont
but
creative experience
Each word comes oneai
time, and there is no reassi
ance that you'redoing thenf
thing..."

"MANY OF the teaching
activities and models have
been developed in classrooms
with students, both graduate
and under graduate, and many
of the teaching ideas and
strategies have come from our
own experience in publicschool
work,"
Lowry
explained. Therefore it is not
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826 Benjamin Holt and Major,
Pacific and Rosemarie.
Regular gasoline at 49.9
cents per gallon was being sold
at Major, Fremont and Wilson:
Regal Arco, Harding and El
Dorado: Thrifty, Harding and
Wilson:
Wards
Riverside
Gasoline, Pacific and Robinhood:
Gemco, Pacific and
March; Hudson, 701E. Charter
Way;
Shell,
Airport and
Charter: Petrol Stop,
El
Dorado and Castle: Fill 'Em
Fast, Waterloo and Auto;
Knowles, Hammer Lane and
Pacific: Quick Stop, Clarane
and Pacific; Arco, Waterloo
and Sutro; Charter Way Gulf,
749 E. Charter Way.

PROFESSORS HEATH LOWRY ANI) DEWEY CHAMBER1
They wrote a book about language development.

Miscellany
from pg. two

i

A FALL RETREAT sponsored by Newman House
have the theme "Prayerina World of Action. "The retreat
be the weekend of Nov. 15-17 and has a $15 registration fet
Contact Newman House, across from the Health Center,'
register. Phone: 951-0881.
(Student California Teacher
Association) is sponsoring a speaker on the Ryan
requirements and teacher credentialing.
John Stev
advocate ior students before the State Commission
Teacher Preparation and Licensing, will be speaking
Bannister 109 on Thursday, Oct. 31 at 4 p.m.
THE SCTA

Students taking part in the
survey were Horowitz, Don
Compier, Michael Constantini,
Espinoza,
Bob
Gera
Heimbichner, Kristine Konop,
Ghuck Orrison, Steve Souza
and Kevin Sullivan.

OF UOP

Also, prospective teachers should contact the secretary!,
the School of Education concerning the National Tea*
Examinations dates and locations.

Head lj()|J football ctuu
lam Tiger guilders alii
Jose State Spartans, 2
Quarterback Steve l ow

Vaccine recomnj

Winter
yet to

ASUOP FAIRHOUSING OFFICE is looking for»
assistant to the director. There is a salary and you willh lata
trained by the present director, Cheri Ramirez, who yoj
should contact at the ASUOP office. Phone: 946-2233.

beautiful selection

wire

.„vr.r-I^I"DELTA

He

HOUSES will be collectingH
Nations Children Fund) this Wednesday it
AND AKL

u
night Oct. 30 on campus and in the campus vicinity. UNICES
ln?rnational fund which
"
responds to the needs"
ildren thoughout the work:. If you would like to helpeoiW
ordonate money, contact Mike Silber at AKL. Phone: 9*
(United

soaps

BEYE OPTICAL

1829 Pacific Ave. Stockton, CA 95204 (209) 465-7101!

i Seqa/UKi'4, Liquors

1301W. ROBINHOOD-DRIVE
_ phon* 478-6321

classified ads
I Wanted: COPA needs sec'ti
ty lo
|work 10-15 hrs. per week. Must
type 40 wpm. Call Donna at
945-2304.

I

^Wedding
Photography:
|Looking for a .pholograpgcr
I- who can do the exciting now
Mystics. Wisps, Keepsakes
||and Fantasies, as well as the
l.traditionals? Call Jen- Moore
I at 948-5368.

Suit Yourself in Tobias'" Tobias styles the
perfect combination of mated trousers and
tops in leisure suits and go-together
coordinates.

THE TOBIAS TREND' SINCE 1919
5/4
1

MENS RMM
a

14 South School St., Lodi
Weberstown Mall
18 S. California

&

You'll sail in February,
with the ship your class
room and the world your
campus . . . combining ac
credited studies with fasci
nating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,
and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed
with WCA — join them! Fi
nancial aid available. Write
today for free catalog.

WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666

(Wanled: Students interested in
•going to South America ovifr
Christmas
please
contact
|Michele French at
ASUOP
•Travel Sen ice.
•Charier Flights: ASUOl't ravel
'service is ottering a special
•charter lo New York over
[Christmas vacation . The cost
will he $219. round trip.
•Contact travel service in
IASl'OP office.
. Need magic fingers? We've got
' 20 to do your typing
- « O for you.
J «U.
I Call Patty or Livvy at 478-2400,
^afler 4 p.m.

Expert Typing: Dissertations,
theses, term papers, etc. done
professionally by Genevieve
Macias. Hours: 6 p.m. thru 10
p.m. Call 478-0354,
Typing: Expert typist desires
papers that need to be typed.
Call Carol 478-9157. M-TH 9-6
,FRI. 2-6
JOBS
ON
SHIPS! No
experience
required.
EXxcellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job or
career.
Send $3.00 lor
information. SEAFAX , Dept.
C-12 P.O. Box 2049 Port
Angeles, Wa. 98362.
Auto Repair: Professional
experience on foreign und
domestic autos. Large und
small jobs. Low prices. Cull
Don Hardin at 464-7210.
For
Sale:
Electric bass
guitar.like new.
Good
case.Fenderstrings. $100. Call
463-1061 after 5 wkdays

I
I

LIQUOR - WINE - DEUCATESS&i
Pa*y

Supplies - Groceries •
Keg Beer - Free Delivery

|RHONE 47,8-3275

gffijAI. DISCOUNT Foil-

SOKOKlTVikhatkknity
FUNCTIONS.

f»r Kent:

Lovely room near I
Kitchen priviledges, •
shower and bath. Semi-private '
entrance. $75. Available now. |
Call Marion Jacobs eves, or |

wkends. 462-0615.
For Rent: Large 2 bdrm.
house, l mi. from campus. I
Partially
lurnished-ok
fpr
students. $190. Call 462-0615
eves, or wkends.

f

jamBT0*>

STOCKTON, CMfl

_ UOP IS .
FORTHE BIRDS

Typing: Typist
W/IBM
selectric
carbon
ribbon
typewriter wants work on!

manuscripts,dissertations and I
theses. References. Call 478

8384.

'8

Maw'w St!reo components.
Majo brand. i-2 yrs. old

for Sale:Ten speed bike
Almost, new,excellent cond
*f>5. Call 477-8429.
Tutoring offered in GermJn
^Native speaker. Call 477-4197
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The unofficial
state bird. Psa
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Fly with us ^
d song
buny to eleven c»
catchaPSAGnnni
Want tocatch
a,

bird? That's easy Just
up with your campus
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